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Written by the ULEAC Senior Examining team, who
provide a complete mathematics course for each GCSE
exam tier, this practise book is aimed at the foundation
level and provides extra exercises for homework and
consolidation.
Whatever specification you teach, GCSE Mathematics:
Revision and Practice by David Rayner remains an allround winner. With the latest edition presented in full
colour and completely updated for the new GCSE
specifications from 2015, this uniquely effective series
continues to increase your students' chance of success
with your chosen exam board. This book is targeted at
the Foundation tier GCSE, and provides a wealth of
practice with careful progression, alongside substantial
revision support for the new-style grading and exam
questions. With all the new topics included, and a
dedicated section on using and applying mathematics,
this unique resource can be used either as a course
book over two or three years or as a revision text in the
run-up to exams. GCSE Mathematics: Revision and
Practice provides invaluable support for your GCSE
maths programme.
A complete course for GCSE, this text contains clear
explanations of key ideas, graded exercises, worked
examples, past paper questions and practice exam
papers. Answers are also included. The Higher course is
targeted towards higher ability students.
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A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources
developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the Edexcel GCSE
Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching
from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal companion to
the Edexcel Higher tier Student Book and can be used
as a standalone resource. With exercises that
correspond to each section of the Student Book, it offers
a wealth of additional questions for practice and
consolidation. Our Homework Books contain a breadth
and depth of questions covering a variety of skills,
including problem-solving and mathematical reasoning,
as well as extensive drill questions. Answers to all
questions are available free on the Cambridge University
Press UK Schools website.
A complete course for GCSE, this text contains clear
explanations of key ideas, graded exercises, worked
examples, past paper questions and practice exam
papers. Answers are also included. The Foundation
course is targeted towards lower ability students.
Intending to help students revise the key topics they
need to brush up on, this work includes test yourself
diagnostic questions, worked examples, practice
questions and summaries on important topics, and
practice examination papers.
Intending to help students revise the key topics they
need to brush up on, this work includes "test yourself"
diagnostic questions, worked examples, practice
questions and summaries on important topics, and
practice examination papers.
Helping students through their GCSE maths course, this
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title provides short units to facilitate quick learning.
Thoroughly covering the range of Intermediate topics,
the explanations are designed to work from the basics up
to examination standard.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources
developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the Edexcel GCSE
Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching
from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of
the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong
focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning
and fluency, it helps students understand concepts,
apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced
teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of
quality questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE
Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource
incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as
well as a free Teacher's Resource, Problem-solving
Books and Homework Books.
Offering students support for the Edexcel GCSE modular
specification, this book provides an easy-to-follow course
structure, extra practice questions and revision exercises
tailored to each module. Page numbers for the Edexcel
GCSE mathematics student books are given for
reference.
Revise for Edexcel Gcse Mathematics HigherHeinemann
Exam board: Pearson Edexcel Level: IGCSE Subject:
Mathematics First teaching: September 2016 First
exams: Summer 2018 Target success in Pearson
Edexcel International GCSE Mathematics with this
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proven formula for effective, structured revision; key
content coverage and plentiful worked examples are
combined with exam-style questions to create a revision
guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and
test their knowledge. · Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner ·
Consolidate subject knowledge by working through clear
and focused content coverage · Strategically target
revision with diagnostic questions to establish which
areas need focus · Get assessment-ready with short
exam-style questions and review questions that focus on
problem-solving and reasoning; answers are provided in
the back of the book with full worked solutions online for
free · Improve exam technique through expert tips and
examples of typical mistakes to avoid
Whatever specification you teach, GCSE Mathematics:
Revision and Practice by David Rayner remains an allround winner. With the latest edition presented in full
colour and completely updated for the new GCSE
specifications from 2015, this uniquely effective series
continues to increase your students' chance of success
with your chosen exam board. This book is targeted at
the Higher tier GCSE, and provides a wealth of practice
with careful progression, alongside substantial revision
support for the new-style grading and exam questions.
With all the new topics included, and a dedicated section
on using and applying mathematics, this unique resource
can be used either as a course book over two or three
years or as a revision text in the run-up to exams. GCSE
Mathematics: Revision and Practice provides invaluable
support for your GCSE maths programme.
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Provides additional excercises written to complement the
Edexcel GCSE mathematics course textbooks. This
Intermediate pack is targeted towards mainstream ability
students, and includes two free copies of the answer
book allowing students to self-test.

This book complements and extends the Edexcel
GCSE Modular Mathematics Examples and Practice
book for Foundation Stage 1.
Model Answers provides you with the working and
the explanations that will help you achieve your best
result in Edexcel GCSE Mathematics (9-1). The
page numbers exactly match those in the question
book. This makes looking up the information you
want quick and easy. The questions are freely
available on the website and the Model Answers can
also be bought as a download . Please visit
www.bland.in
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: GCSE (9-1)
Maths First teaching: September 2015 First exams:
June 2017
A revision guide for the London Examinations Board
GCSE higher maths exam. The book offers: key
point summaries of candidates expected knowledge;
worked examples; test-yourself diagnostic questions;
and a further practice examination paper. The text is
cross-referenced to the companion course text.
The best preparation for the modular course With
textbooks full of examples and practice questions
accompanied by homework and consolidation books,
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this series offers your students all the support they
need for the Edexcel GCSE Modular specification.
Easy-to-follow course structure means you deliver
exactly the right material at the right time.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources
developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Created specifically for the Edexcel
GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first
teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book
contains a variety of questions for students to
develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills
within the context of the new GCSE curriculum.
Suitable for all Higher tier students, this resource will
stretch the more able and provide support to those
who need it. Questions with worked solutions will
help students develop the reasoning, interpreting,
estimating and communication skills required to help
them effectively solve problems. Encouraging
progression by promoting higher-level thinking, our
Problem-solving Books will help prepare students for
further study.
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources
developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Created specifically for the Edexcel
GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for
first teaching from 2015, this Problem-solving Book
contains a variety of questions for students to
develop their problem-solving and reasoning skills
within the context of the new GCSE curriculum.
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Suitable for all Foundation tier students, this
resource will stretch the more able and provide
support to those who need it. Questions with worked
solutions will help students develop the reasoning,
interpreting, estimating and communication skills
required to help them effectively solve problems.
Encouraging progression by promoting higher-level
thinking, our Problem-solving Books will help
prepare students for further study.
This book has been specially written to help you revise
for Edexcel Maths Higher specification A. Although the
book starts gently with some basic reminders its main
aim is to work towards getting a grade B, A or A* in the
exam. There are many examples as well as practice
questions with answers. At the end of the book you can
record your progress and estimate your likely grade. A
good revision guide. Some initial errors have now been
corrected in this new edition.
Edexcel GCSE Maths, Foundation Student Book has
been created by experts to help deliver exam success in
Edexcel's new Maths GCSE. Written for Foundation tier
students, the book focuses on developing students'
fluency in key mathematical skills and problem solving
using carefully chosen examples and extensive practice.
Powered by MyMaths the book links directly to the ever
popular web site offering students a further source of
appropriate support.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying:
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject:
Mathematics First teaching: September 2015 First
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exams: June 2017 Edexcel GCSE Maths, Higher
Student Book has been created by experts to help
deliver exam success in Edexcel's new Maths GCSE.
Written for Higher tier students, the book focuses on
developing students' fluency in key mathematical skills
and problem solving using carefully chosen examples
and extensive practice. Powered by MyMaths the book
links directly to the ever popular web site offering
students a further source of appropriate support.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: GCSE (9-1)
Maths First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June
2017
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources
developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the Edexcel GCSE
Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first
teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full
coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification.
With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills,
reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand
concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason,
interpret and communicate mathematically. Written by
experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth
and depth of quality questions set in a variety of
contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced
digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is
also available, as well as a free Teacher's Resource,
Problem-solving Books and Homework Books.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject:
Mathematics First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: June 2017 Endorsed for Edexcel Motivate and rePage 8/10
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engage students to succeed in Edexcel GCSE Maths 9-1
with this fresh and contemporary approach that blends
classroom and independent learning and provides a
tailor-made solution for every student, addressing
misconceptions, tricky topics and exam technique. Developed specifically for the new Edexcel GCSE 9-1
specification, this book offers a variety of targeted
activities to engage and stimulate students to succeed in
a year. - Presents strategies to help with problem-solving
questions. - Highlights areas of weakness with diagnostic
Skill Check questions that point to relevant sections
within the book that can be revisited to reinforce learning.
- Provides guidance on effective exam techniques
designed to help consistently grow and develop
independent learning. - Offers plenty of opportunities to
test understanding with follow-up assessments at the
end of each unit. - Equips you with a new approach
presented in an informal style to help engage and
motivate students. Secure success in a Year with: 3
Exam practice papers 69 'Do I know it now?' and 48 'Can
I apply it now?' follow-up assessments - for students to
test their knowledge and problem-solving skills 45 Did
you know? panels - show students the usefulness of the
mathematics 55 'What you need to know' summaries provide the essential basics for each topic in an easy-touse format 70 'How to do it' panels - worked examples
with solutions to enhance understanding of individual
topics 70 Learning Exercises - help students develop
and practice their skills 48 Problem-solving Exercises offer students the opportunity to bring together their
knowledge and problem solving skills in exam-style
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questions 5 Problem-solving chapters dedicated to the
key area of problem solving
This text provides additional excercises written to
complement those in the Edexcel GCSE mathematics
course textbooks. Answers to all the questions are
provided allowing students to self-test. The Higher text is
targeted towards higher ability students.

GCSE Maths
This new book complements and extends the
Edexcel GCSE Modular Mathematics Examples and
Practice Book for Intermediate Stage 3.
Collins GCSE Maths 4th edition Foundation Student
Book, written by experienced teachers, accompanies
the Edexcel GCSE Foundation Student Book. This
answer book provides answers to the questions in
the Edexcel GCSE Foundation Student Book.
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